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PART I

ANAPHYLACTIC AND HEMOLYTIC CROSS-REACTIONS

OF ANTI-BOVINE 7-GLOBULIN



ANAPY,;iL.QF NC AND HiM4OLYT1C CMO•S R.ACTIOUS

OF AN77 HOVTN -r%:)BUJN

I . INTRODUCTION

During rre course of ,tudies ft, this laboratory on the mechaiism
of fixation of antiovalbumin a question arose whether the fixation would
be affected if another species of antibody were used. Bovine gawlao
globulin and the corresponaing rabbit antibody were prepared and it7cPt•

to sensitize normal cardiac tissues of the guinea pig with anti-bo,,ntsi
gaviva-glohulln resulter! in the appearance of immediate anaphylati. 'n
the heart, This was characterized by the same sequence of events ;-i ,rn.
been observed iv the 'itual cardiac anaphylaxis described by FeigetI
et al, W The ic-c.uetete were an increase in heart rate, Dn- ihncrep,- ;n
the amplitude of contraction, a decline in coronary flow, heazt hok
and the appearance of histamine in the perfusate,, The exp'd.ae•ij , .
in this comwoncatlon ,deal with the nature of the cross-reRmting iyr:r
involved, Because it was suspected tOat one of the antigens might !,amt
been a species rspeciflc hapten, which cý=ld exhibit hemolycis in :-.tt u-.uhi
Itnolongcal se..e4 the anti-bovine gar-a-globulir wns exnmi.red
hetlytic prcrL rties on a variety of red cells, and thisstudy cc~t.e.c*;
itself with the relationship between the ansphylactic effect of 1A.*
antibody and i.rb hw-olytic action as observed In various species r-f

11 . FURPOSE OF EXPERIMEN••S

'The purpose of the present expertments was to find out ,het • t,•
anaphylactic activity was resident it! the particular antib-dy pr ),U% t!
whether the reaction was a manifestarion of some inherent t dcit: "'kT
anti-BOG preparation, If anaphylaxLs were due to the antf[bcdy, A,es.
normal rabbit gamma-lIobulin should not produce the effect in qu.ttt.
but it should arise only as the result of imunization and cne m[ph; c
that a closely related antibody, such as anti-BSA, should be wit-u: .. .
in this regard. Another purpose of the experiment was to find o.t , ..
the anaphylactic activLty was correlated with the hemolyuIc scti;! .
this reason we studied the effects of cross-absorpt ion on t'ree raJ:•
Ix, iumediate anaphylaxis in tissues, 2) hemolysis, and 3) t•, _%i,"
gel-diffusion precipitatlon reaction. in addition to .:he foregoi g ý!
also attempted to localize the cross-reacting an~igenc on 1,ir J , 4;,se
by means of preliminary experiments with isotopically labelLed n'i ,.
escently labelled antibodies.

l\ coa
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III . PREPARATION OF ANTI-1kGG

Anti-bovine gamma-globulLn was prepared by iniecting rabbith either
wL.IN the commercially available product obtained from Armour and Company,
which was an alcohol precipitate of pooled bovine plasma, or with an
aimaonium sulfate-precipitated material prepared in this laboratory by
repeated precipitation in the presence of third saturated mamonium sulfate
at pil 7 .8. The starting material, was obtained from a local meat-packing
house aii dcftbrinated blood, The antibody was prepared by giving rabbirb
Ll injections of 20 mg, followed by 7 injections of 10 mg at intervals ol
) day. The animals were reeted for 9 days and then bled by cardiac puncture.
The blood was permitted to clot, the serum was harvested, and the 1-globul.in
stas obtained by re-precipitation in l/3-sattrated a~mmnium sulfate, as
indicated above. After the final dialysis the protein content was deter-
mined by means of the Kjeldahl-Nessler micromethod used in this laboratory. (2?
The antibody content of the gamma-globulin was estimated by means of the
quantitative precipit.n technique.. Most of the preparations made duriog
the course of these studies averag1ol 20Z specifically precipitable sntibody.

IV FRACTIONATION

A ANTIGEN

Both the bovine and the rahbit )-globulin were separated 'to t.iri'e
components by being passed through DEAE-ce'lulose colutm&, accorcdi.g ý'3
the method described by Fahey (3). Glass columns 35 cm long with a cruos-
section of 1 cm were packed under 10 lbs ps' with DEAE-cellulose which had
first been treated with 0.2N NaOH and then washed twice with doibly dicttilied
water and twice with 0.02 M phosphate buffer at pH 8.0. Fifty vdlUgreima of
purified gamm-globulin was placed on the column and eluted with a phosphate
buffer of constantly rising ionic strength. The initial concentration was
0.02 M and this rose to 0.13 M at the end of the elution. Three-milliliter
aliquots were collected on a fraction collector and the protein content
was estimated with the aid of the DU Spectrophotometer at 2780ot. A typical
result is presented in Figure 1. Following this determination, th. tubes
were pooled according to the three natural groupings as exhibited in Figure 1,.
r" ~ u--" ý-! ervaarcted to adpjpoxiwaately i0. of the siLarring
volume and frozen at -20'Co As subsequent "'.terial was prepared it Web

mixed with the preceding samples until suff4--,.T1 material. had been ac•,Tmulatetý
for extellsive testing., When z !;ufficient . of each of the three fractiou~s
was avaiiable, they 6ke sei.. ey pirifie. n. .-tpreclpit..tiorn Ir the presencc
of 1/3 iuoi.u sutk.i,:- a:', :4 ,ticA was :,y.,.d uutil If;z.- treýe :ad
theo sto ted i;i the r!eep f i t,

V~*a'
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S. ANTIBODY

The preparation of anti-bovine 7-globulin, normal gamma-globulin,
and rabbit antibodies to other antigens was carried out in the same
wanner as described in the previous section,

V. CHARACTERIZATION

A. II(UNOIOGTCAL

in order to facilitate and to accelerate the estimation of protein
in the fractions, as well as in the total antibody prepration, a calibra-
tion curve relating the optical density at 278 t to the nitrogen content
was established, In addition to the calibration curve a method was worked
out whereby it was possible to determine the composition of two species of
protein in a mixture.• This was done using the principle developed by
lanni,, Feigen, and Le Rosen (4) and by Feigen, Campbell, Sutherland, and
Markus (5). A p~ot of the UV•N slopes against composition was linear.,
This permitted the composition to be determined fromi 4 knowledge of the
nitrogen content and the density in the ultra vJolet

2. NcbterqOnX Gel-iffusion Method:

Gel-diffusion experiments were made according to the original descr~p-
tion of Ouchterlony (6), utilizing wells, and also by a =Ddification employ-
Ing the filter-paper micromethodo

3,, Anaphylaxis:

a. Schultz-Dale tests: Schultz-Dale tests were made on Isolated
ileal strips of the normal guinea pig according to methods previously
published from this laboratory. (7), (8), (9), The guts were set up in
4-mi baths and the specific contractions were recorded either on a
kywograph or on the CDC oscillograph° The reactions were quantitateid
by referring the height of the contraction to a calibration curve de•ived
from the logistic t-&nsformation of von Krogh as described by Feigen (1).

b. Cardiac anaphylaxis: The experiments on cardiac anaphylaxis
were performed with the aid of the perfused Lagendorff heart ak de:c ibed
in the same publication (1). After the heart had been removed and attached



to the Anderson perfusion apparatus it was permitted to "stabilize" until
records of amplitude, rate, and coronary flow were constant. The anti-
bovine gamma globulin was introduced either through the side-arm or the
standpipe and records of mechanical performance were taken on the kyu,-
graph or the oscillograph, Following the initial challenge the organ was
rechallenged with antibody as long as activity remained- From time t.
time, the organ was tested with histamine to determine whether sensitivity
to histamine remained. Perfusate samples were collected at 30-second
intervals for the duration of the experiment,, These were stored in the
deep freeze until they were needed for the estimation of histamine either
by bioassay or by the fluorometric method of Shore, Burkhalter, and C(htcu
as modified in this laboratory (10).

c. Passive cutaneous anaphylaxis: Sampletsif the several reagents
were given intradermally in volumes of 0°05 ml to nembutalized guinea pigs.
One hour following the administration of the test doses on the back of the
animal 1.0 mg of Evan's Blue was injected intracardiallyo If no bluing
occurred at the site of injection the animals were tested with a specific
antigen. At the conclusion of the test, the guinea pigs were killed ani
the skin of the back reflected for more direct visualization of the reaction,

4. Localization:

a. 1Lsotpic method: Normal guine-m pig y-globulin,. radico iodirated
by the method of MacFarlane (11), was injected intraperitoneally Into noorrual
guinea pigs. The animals were killed, the heart removed, and perfus-d '.,):
Chenoweth's solution for 20 minutes, The experiment was perforad hj srt,•,[iy.
the organ at a reduced temperature, counting, and re-perfusing w.t.ei, )ut

test substances. The results are presented in Table V.

b. Fluorescent antibody: Anti-BGG, normal rabbit 1-globulin, suai,
rabbit anti-actomyosin were labelled with fluorescein by the method ,ti (L.>',
These preparatiouua were tested by covering 2 micron thick sectlot.f v: thb,
frozen heart with solutions of these reagents. The preparations wort
examined under the microscope equipped with fluorescent attachmeut aý;d
selected photographs were taken.

B. PHYSICAL

1. Electrophoresis:

Several attempts were made to fractionate anti-BGG by starch gl-
ekactrophoresis, This technique appeared to be unsuitable for the elutl,;n
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of activity for our purpose and was consequently discarded.

2, Ultracentrifugation.

Samples of anti-BOG as well as of the DEAR-separated fractions were
studied in the analytical ultrecoantrifuge IL 41,000 and 59,000 rpm.

VI. HISTAMINE RELEASE

Rtstamine release was studied on the isolated heart and on the
Schultz-Dale preparations by the two methods mentioned previously, The
birassay method appeared to be rapid and reliable but, from time to time,
quantitative chemical estimations were made on the butanol extracts of
the perfusates which had been adsorbed and eluted from cotton acid succtnate
columns. The eluates were treated with orthophthalaldehyde and the
concentration of the histaraine hydrochloride was determined with the aid
of either the Aminco-Bowman spectrophotofluorometer or the Turner phota-
fluorometer.

Since our studies involved the parallel estimation of anaphylactte
and hemolytic activity the results of the absorption experiments are
given in quantitative rather than qualitative terms in order to ebtimate
the degree of absorption achieved by each maneuver,

VIIo QUANTITATIVE IMMUNE HEMOLYSIS

Experiments on immne hemolysis were made according to the wdificatron
of Mayer's (13) method as used in this laboratory. The experiments consisted
of determining density of hemoglobin released from sensitized cells owing
to the action of varying amounts of complement. The results were reduced
according to the logistic transformation of von Krogh (op cit) and Are
expressed as K values and per cent hemolysis°

VIII. RESULTS

A. WH')LE ANTI-BOVINE GAMMA-GLOBULIN

1. Dose Response Curve:

Hearts were perfused with anti-BGG or anti-Xp-BUG preparatious in
doses ranging from 001 to 27 o per heart. The heart rate and the amplitude



were increased, heart block was noted at higher doses but there was no
other consistency' of reaction with the anti'DGG dosage usedý The histamine
released turned out to be a reliable function of dose, approaching an
asymptote at about 10-8 moles/ga/min. The coronary flow was first increased
and then decreased as the reaction progressed.

2. Absorption:

Absorption with homogenates of guinea pig heart and kidney failed
to reduce the anaphylactic effect% however, the maneuver of absorbing
with the red cells of several species of animal materially decrec.sed
the anaphylaxis of the anti-BGG preparations. In addition, it wes found
that these red cells could be sensitized with the preparation anC would
undergo hemolysis when complement was added.

3, Bemolysisý:

Since the only maneuver reducing anaphylactic activity appe-red
to be b:y absorption with red blood cells it was suspected tnat sc. hapter,
present on the red blood cell envelope might be the antigentic cuJp:i: ,.
This inference was not unreasonable In view of the distribution c.f F-,Is:sin
antigen in the tissues of various species of animal. Although t.e F,,rssman
antigen is not supposed to occur in cattle, it was thought beat to l•'e -t
out by a specific experiment. Accordingly, the F-hapten was pretare, by
the method of Brunius (14) for use in competitive inhibition tests, Mhe
Forssman hapten, prepared from horse kidney, inhibited the classl:al
sheep cell--anti sheep cell system but failed to inhibit tiýe shecp c'L
anti-BOG reaction, confirming the suspected independence of the Fri~ser6t
cross-reaction from the heterophile system,

The presence of soluble cross-reacting impurities in the coning.rfrai
preparation was eliminated by exhaustively extracting coinrcial bov.re
y-globulin with hot alcohol in a Soxhlet extractor and also by prepaiing
the antigen from beef serum by ammnium sulfate precipitation. 'lhb
alcoholic extract did not block hemolytic activity and the ammonium sulfete
fractionation produced antibodies having effects indistinguishable ftc",
those of the commercial bovine 7-globulin.

4. Relation etween Anaehvlaxis and Bj~l.s:

The reduction of anaphylactic activity following absorption w•t•
various types of cells was further studied on the guinea pig ile%;m '.:

that technique could provide a quantitative measure of the effect ,,f
treatment, and could furnish a means for comparing anaphylactic s,.11
lytic potencies in parallel tests. The results of single, double, ana
triple absorptions are presented in Table I. Complete absorption af t•u'

\V
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bemlytic action of the anti-DOG preparation by one cell type reduced the
anaphylactic activity of the antibody by about 1/3. A second coqplete
absorption by an additional type of red blood cell reduced the activity
by anoth~t~35% The third absorption reduced the activity to less than
5A of that originally present. It appears from our results that each type
of cell independently removes 1/3 of the activity present in the prep-
aration regardless of the sequence in which it Is presented to the antibody.
The mLzed absorption experiments uncovered a surprising feature of the
bemolytic action of anti-DOG: When the hemolytic action with respect to
one species of cell had been removed by exhaustive absorption with that
cell type, hemolysis was still observed when the residual anti-DOG was
tested with other cells, suggesting that a number of independent hemolytic
antibodies are formed as a result of Immunization with DMG.

5. Absorgtion With Guinea M Gr---obulin:

Since it has long been known that the y-olobulins of many species
will cross-react, we tested the idea that the anaphylaccic cross-reaction
observed in the present work might have resulted, at least in part, from
the cross-specificity of bovine and guinea pig gaums-globulins. Figure 2
shows the results of quantitative precipitation tests in which BGG and GPGG
were used as artigens. Table II shows that absorption of the antibody
by guinea pig gmma-globulin removed wo-thirds of the original ansphylactic
activity, and that the additional treatment of the anti-DOG with say of
the erythrocyte species removed the remainder.

6. Ouchterlonv Patterns:

Gel-diffusion experiments continued to show strong reactions betveen
BGG and anti-EG even after the latter had been cleared of all anaphylactic
and hemolytic action. Absorption with bovine gamaa-globulin cleared the
system of any cross-reacting antigens and also completely eliminated
hemolytic and anaphylactic actions of the parent preparation.

7. Passive t An bhylxI/s

Tntradermel injection of the anti-DOG preparation did not result in
the immediate formation of the typical passive cutaneous anophylazis,
suggesting that the cross-reacting antibody had no direct effects on the
skin. The fact that these antibodies could sensitize the skin, however,
was shown by the appearance of wheals following the subsequent intravascular
administration of the corresponding antigen.
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S. Tentative Sma Studies with Anti-E.G:

The foregoing results have shown that the anaphylactic activity was
due not to a single antiganic species but at least to two kinds of substance.
This view was based on the evidence that nosingle absorption could entirely
clear the antibody preparation of anaphylactic activity but that it required
the combined absorption either with guinea pig y-globulin and red cells or
with the use of several red cell types Thus, the anaphylactic activity
could have been due to guinea pig 7-globulin or to any of the cross-
reacting antigens on three different cell types. The possibility was not
ruled out that the anephylactic cross-reaction might have been due to
soluble antigens (other Sama-globulins) adsorbed to the surfaces of the
red cells in question.

B. ANTI-_GG FRACTIONS

The anti-BGG fractions produced by gradient elution on DEAE coluuns
were tested for their effects on anaphylaxis, hemolysis, and quantitative
precipitation.

1. Anaphylauis:

All fractions tested on the heart gave positive results with respect
to anaphylaxiso The gut was used in these experiments to obtain a better
quantitation of the results. All fractions were tested at the same total
protein concentration on the gut and, as may be seen from Table III,
anti-BGG fraction III had the least anaphylactic activity of all preparations
tested.

2. Hemolysis:

Comparison of the hemolytic data given in Table III shows that
practically all of the hemolytic activity for cells other than those of
the Human group A and the bovine type seems to reside in ?raction III
Only the unfractionated anti-EGG gave significant hemolysis for human A
cells. About one-half of the hemolytic activity directed against beef
cells was lost by the fractionation procedure in all cases, The anti-
goat cell activity of Fraction III was higher than of the unfractionated
anti-BOG but the anti-sheep activity had declined by about forty per cesit.
In contrast to this the anti-goat activity of ?ractions I and II was very
low and the anti-sheep activity of these fractions was significantly lower
than that of Fraction II.
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In suimary we can say that while the greatest reductions of hemolytic
activity occurred in 7ractioas I and II the anaphylactic activity was
unchanged. On the other hand, Fraction III showed the least reduction
in hemolytic activity but after absorption with red calls exhibited a
fifty per cent drop in anephylactic activity. It is evident from these
results that som separation between the hemolytic activity and the
anaphylactic activity had occurred through the fractionation procedure.

3. Quantitative Precipitation:

Separate curves were run to determine the per cent specific antibody
in the various fractions to the whole bovine-gamia-globulin preparation
apd the results are shown in Table VI. Comparison of the curves demon-
strating specific antibodies for bovine and guinea pig 7-globulins is
illustrated in Figure 2. Ouchterlony tests showed that Fractions I and
II of the antibody would react with all three fractions of the antigen;
however, Fraction III of the antibody could not be made to give positive
reactions with any of the antigens tested~probably because it was present
in such low concentration. An additional feature of the Ouchterlony tests
was the finding that Fraction I of the antigen gave only one line with
the whole antibody whereas Fractions II and III each gave two lines,, The
common line appearing in all the fractions was a rather heavy one, while
the second line appearing ouly in Fractions II and III was very thtn and
very prominently displayed. These findings further support the distinc-
tion between the anaphylactic and hemolytic activities of the fracticns
discussed in the preceding section.

C. LOCALIZATION

In order to determine whether one of the cross-reacting systems could
be guinea pig 7-globulin, we tested the ability of radio-iodinated normal
guinea pig y-globulin to adhere to normal cardiac tissue. Physical adherence
was established, but whether or not this implies sensitization is open to
question. However, the fact that normal guinea pig 7-globulin can adhere
to normal guinea pig heart suggested that possibly one of the cross-reacting
antigens, as demontrated by the quantitative precipitin curve, responsible
for anaphylaxis was guinea pig 7-globulin.

Studies with the fluorescent 7-globulins showed a diffuse distribu.ion
of fluorescein-labelled anti-BGG which was indistinguishable from that of
the normal rabbit 7-globulin. This was in high contrast to the exquisLre
localization obtained with rabbit antibody to guinea pig heart actouyos.n,
which also produced ansphylauis.
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D. ULTRACSN F=GTION

The sedimentation patterns of the amnonium sulfate-precipitated
anti-BGG, as well as those of Fractions II and I11, were studied by
ultracentrifugation. The whole preparation presented a uniform pattern
of a 6.6 $ gmma-globulin molecule. The anti-BGG and the anti-XpBGG
contained, respectively, 5 and 2 per cent specifically precipitable
.- globulin0  These experiments were run at 59,000 rpm. Subsequent studies
in this laboratory showed the presence of a fest nowing component in Fraction

than the b b 5, Fractio, 11 snowed uniy a very ilignt prop,'rtion of t )i's
41nd of gaammaaglobulin.. It i8 the .txpectattotv at the present time. that

,he macro-globulin is the antibody primarily responsible for the hemiit,
activity., Direct proof will have to await studies made with separatioo
cells in which the macroglobulin can he isolated and tested for hew]yv.
and anaphylactic activity.

•, K! SCFI•LANEOUS

a. Red cells-, Ait.-BGC, did nr,,. .ro1ur-p hekwrlysis 1i type

v;n ýg.nin drou-~ 'rd p7ý 6j 1' Aý ,, -i 'C te 611.- ":11-1

rabbit prSpa at ticn ,

noei % for guinea pig tissues and IJ'., "'.' zI' eraphviact, an3 r!*-.-

rhabbit P~epazatij



3. Other Antibodies Producina h~byjEis:

The relationship between the anaphylactic and the hemolytic activity
was further studied in other antibody systems known to produce anaphylaxis
in guinea pigs. With exception of the anti-sheep antibody, which was chosen
because of the particularly strong hemolytic effect that anti-DOG exhibited
on sheep cells, all other antibodies were made against guinea pig tissues.
The following antibodies were studied: anti-kidney, anti-gama-globulin,
anti-serum albumin, and anti-actomyosin. The gamma-globulin fractions of
each of these anti-seraw with the exception of the anti-sheep preparatiou,
was obtained from third-saturated amonium sulfate precipitation,

Anti-sheep cell serum produced no detectable anaphylaxis and no
cross-reaction in hemolytic tests. It was highly specific for sheep cells.
All of the anti-guinea pig preparations were absorbed with a variety of
red cells and until no further hemolysis was obtained and they were then
tested on the isolated guinea pig gut. The strongest reactions of the
unabsorbed sera were demonstrated by anti-guinea pig serum albumin. The
extraction of hemolytic antibodies with the various cells was successfully
accomplished in the case of anti-guinea pig kidney, anti-guinea pig albumin,
and anti-actomyosino In the case of anti-guinea pig gems-globulin it
was difficult to remove completely the cross-reactions with tnuman tyr A
cells and with beef cells. In the case of anti-guinea pig kidney all
absorptions reduced the anaphylactic activity to a level of 25 to 50
per cent but, as mentioned before, type A and beef cells failed to elim•iatc.
the hemolytic activity. The results exhibited in Table VII, then.cau be
taken as confirming the independence of other cross-reactions of anti-BGG,

A survey of species heterogeneity of gauma-globulins was made by
means of the Ouchterlony double diffusion technique. The following 7-globalins
cross-reacted with anti-BGO: cow, guinea pig, cat, goat, rat, human, and
mouse; but not that of duck or chicken.

SUMI&RY AND CONCLUSIONS

Evidence has accumulated to suggest that the hemolytic and anaphylactLc-
activities of anti-BIG may be entirely unrelated phenomena and that they may
be due to the production of at least two kinds of antibody to bovine -r-globulin,

The reaction arises specifically from the iumunization of rabailts vith
bovine v-globulin and, apparently, is limited to that protein as imunization
with BSA does not produce the hemolytic or anaphylactic manifestaticris dis-
cussed in this report. The hemolytic and anaphylactic properties of the
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antiserum probably arise from different antigenic moieties of the BOG
or3 possibly, because of the formation of several kinds of functional
antibody to EGG. The following evidence is consistent with these views:
1) Anti-sheep rbc antibody does not produce anaphylazis in guinea pig
tissues although sheep cells are regularily lysed by anti-EGG. 2) Anti-
bodies directed against guinea pig serum proteins, which produce anaphylaxis
in the heart and gut, do not react hemolytLcally with red cells although
these erythrocytes can be used to absorb the anaphylactLc action of anti-
BGGo 3) Whereas both the hemolytic and the anaphylactic actions of
anti-BGG can be completely removed by EGG, they are not removed by
tissue homogenates of heart or gut, by red cells, nor by the individual
absorption of the guinea pig Sgma globulin.

Part of the anaphylactic cross-reaction is undoubtedly due to the
presence of guinea pig gmmn-globulin on the tissue, and the adherence
of this protein to the heart is verified by the persistence of the
labelled normal guinea pig gamma-globulin on the organ. Anti-actomyosin
can produce anaphylactic effects on the guinea pig heart but it has never
been shown in this laboratory to react with guinea pig gamma globulin or
with oGG.

Ultracentrifugal evidence suggest that two kinds of antibody are
formed against BGG--regular 6.6 S kind, comprising the bulk of fract.o0is
I and IIfand a macroglobulin present with the 6°6 S pattet!n. of Fra,,-t ý,r 111
Modern evidence points to the latter as possessing most of the hewolytic
activity (15). Since we have shown that the hemolytic activity is virtually
independent of the anaphylactic effect, the anaphylactic power of antibody
Fraction III is probably not ascribable to the macroglobulin but must be
due to some other property of that fraction.

It is revealing that the anti-BGG Fraction I which has the greatest
anaphylactic power reveals only one antigenic component in Fraction I of
the antigen, but shows two lines in Fractions II and III. Since it has
not been established that the precipitating and the anaphylactic actions
are due to the sae antibody individual it is impossible to identify BGG
?raction I as the antigen responsible for the ansphylactic effect of the
preparation. It isof course, not clear why the present cross-reaction
should occur. It is evidently not due to an impurity. Since one of the
cross reacting antigens ia a y-globulin a reasonable explanation may be
advanced that this molecule is particularily susceptible to alteration
during the purification step. It has been shown by a variety of authors
(16). (17), (18), that even autologous y-globulins can produce hypersensi-
tivity if these proteins are subjected to such relatively mild procedures
as freezing and thewing, or to exposure to a high pH.
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TABLE V 4!

TEST RADIOACTIVITY (cpm)

Initial Prechallenge 4899

After AntL-BDG challenge 2814

After Guinea Pig 7-globulin 1345

After Anti-Quinea Pig 7-globulin 563

TABLE VI

ANTI-BGG PREPARATION PER CENT SPECIFIC ANTIBODY

vhole preparation 20

Fraction I 31

Fraction II 19

Fraction III 20



TABLE VII

ANAPHYLACTIC AND HE)MLYTIC

ACTIVITY OF OTHER ANTIBODY PREPARATIONS

ANAPHYLACTIC HEMOLYTIC
ACTIVITY ACTIV LTY

ANTIBODY ABSORBED WITH EQUIVALENT HISTAMINE PER CENT H¶'JLYS ISCONCENTRATION

Anti-sheep 0 0

Human A rbc 0 0

Beef rbc 0 0

Goat rbc 0

Sheep rbc 0 100

Anti-Guinea 0 4 x 10"6

Pig Kidney IHmmn A rbc 1.7 x 10"6 0

Beef rbc 1.0 x 10i6 (

Goat rbc 3.2 x 10i6

Sheep rbc 1.6 x 10"6 . O

Anti-Guinea 0 2 x 10' --

Pig 7-globulin Iman A rbc I x 10

Beef rbc 8 x I0- 6

Goat rbc 4.3 x LO"6

Sheep rbc 1.5 X 10 5.

Anti-Guinea 0 1.3 x 10- 5.

Pig Albumin Human A rbc ...

Beef rbc 8 x 10.6

Goat rbc .....

Sheep rbc 2.4 x 10-6 1'

Anti-Actomyosin 0 2 x 10. 5

Human A rbc 6.4 x 10"i)

Beef rbc ---

Goat rbc 2 x 10. 6

Sheep rbc ---
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PART II

SUMRS ON TOE FIIPUIRAL 3MM3WCLAR

ACT=O OF TITAMS TOMI



STUDIES ON THE PERIPHERAL NEUROMWSCULAR

ACTION OF TETANUS TOXIN

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the mehanism of the paralytic action of purified tetanus
toxin appears to have been clarified by the work of Brooks, Curtis, and
Eccles (1,2) and their collaborators as being due to the blocking of
inhibitory lipulses, and the receptor unit identified by van Heyningen (3-6),
there still remain significant questions concerning the mechanism of its
peripheral effect. It seemed to us that in order to settle this problem,
tetanus toxin would have to be tested at the most peripheral site of the
neuromuscular apparatus--the motor end-plate.

During the past year sufficient evidence has accumulated as the
result of our Joint studies to indicate that a principle or moiety present
in "purified" tetanus toxin has a direct effect on the peripheral structures.
This effect is recognized by the increase in the frequency of random dis-
charge of miniature end-plate potentials, as recorded intracellularly by
micro-electrodes inserted into the intercostal musculature of the muse,
an animal exquisitely susceptible to the paralytic effects of toxin. There
has been considerable discussion over the past 30 years concerning the

genuineness of the peripheral effect. This had arisen, in part, because
of the want of direct means of testing and, in part, because experiments
had been made with relatively Impure materials. The recent findings of
van Heyningen concerning the high degree of specificity of the paralytic
moiety of tetanus toxin for ganglioside offered a means of assessing
whether the paralytic and peripheral actions of tetanus toxin were separate
manifestations of the toxicity of one protein molecule or whether they were
due to different species of molecules present in the "purified toxin".

Evidence will be presented in this coimmnication to establish the
existence of a peripheral neuromuscular effect and to support the position
that the paralytic and the peripheral actions of tetanus toxin are not
correlated.

II. METHOD

A. PHYSIOLOGICAL

Wale Swiss-Vebster mice, averaging 20 grmn in weight, were used as

the source of intercostal muscle preparations in these experiments. Each
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animal was killed by a blow to the base of the skull; the entire thoracic
cage was quickly presented and the entire spinal column, together with
the adhering musculature, was cut away in a container of well gassed
(95Z O2-5% CO2 ) solution described by Liley (7). One-half of the thorax
was then mounted In a lucite clamp and placed In a muscle bath (8) while
the second half was set aside in oxygenated sodium for subsequent use.
Intracellular potentials were measured by means of sicropipettes filled
with 3M KCI; these electrodes, which had a tip resistance of 1.1-11.0
magohms, were connected by an AS-AgCl bridge to the input of a cathode
follower circuit (8) and were displayed on a Tektronix 502 oscilloscope,
and photographed with a Grass oscilloscopic camera. Potentials were
recorded from at least 12 cells before and after the administration of
a test dose of toxin. A period of 15 seconds was allowed to elapse from
the time that a cell was Impaled until recording was begun; after that,
records of cellular activity were taken for at least 10 seconds. Cells
having resting potentials of less than 60 i3V were not measured, Potentials
were considered acceptable only if the frequency remained stable and the
amplitude averaged at least 250 pV. The amplitude was found Lo vary with
the quality of the seal around the tip, its proximity to the myoneural
junction, and with the cell size. The frequency appeared to be little
influenced by these variables. Accordingly, frequency rather than ampli-
tude was considered the significant parameter in these experiments.

B. CHD•ICAL

The purified tetanus toxin (TI) 464-D), supplied to one of us
(W. Eý van Heyningen) by the Wellcome Research Laboratory, was a lyophilized
powder. This preparation was approximately 40% protein, of which 75% was
active toxin, and had 2 x 107 LD50 mouse units/mg. "Top substance", the
supernatant remaining after the paralytic activity of the toxin was reduced
by coqplexing it with ganglioside and separating it by ultracentrifugation,
was prepared at Oxford from a less concentrated starting material, batch
T) 594-Be The paralytic activity was reduced to 1.25Z by six successive
adsorptions with protagon and the almost pure protein (a9g) had 5 x 104 LD O
mouse units/mg of toxicity.

Both the toxin and the Impurity were made up by dissolving the dry
powder in 0.15 N phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 0.l1 gelatin. Stock
solutions containing 106 LD50 toxin units per milliliter were subdiluted
so as to provide the proper concentration for testing and aliquots of 3-5 ml
were delivered into 5 ml serum bottles, stoppered, and stored in the deep
freeze until needed. Preliminary experimentation showed that these prep-
arations would be stable for at least 7 days. Results obtained with materials
stored for longer periods often were erratic and, for this reason, in the
subsequent portions of the study, we arbitrarily discarded any samples which
remained In the deep-freeze for over 4 days.

I
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III.o RESULTS

A. STANDARDIZATION

1. Consistency of Measurements:

In the preceding section it was stated that the frequency of miniature
end-plate potentials appeared to be the more reliable variable for the
assessment of the activity of toxin. This decision was based on data which
were obtained from control studies on 61 mice and which include observations
made, in most cases, on both hemithoracic sections. The average frequency
observed for 100 hemithoraces at 35.1 _+ 0ol1 C was 5.35 + 0.29 secoI, and
the average amplitude was 402 + 13WVo The question next arose whether
the variation between the hemithoraces of one mouse was significantly
less than that existing among the mice taken at random. Sufficient data
were at hand in the 61 mice which permitted a statistical analysis to be
made of the consistency between the first and the second hemithorax. In
40 duplicate tests the mean frequency of the first hemithorax was 5.27 sec a

and that of the second hemithorax was 4.73 sec-1. The slope of the regression
line, b, was 0,29 and its standard error was 0.14. The ratio of the slope
to its standard error, t , was 2.18 which was significant at the 5%
confidence level. The correlation, r , between the two halves was 0.33.
A similar analysis of the aplitude data, on 36 duplicate cases, gave the
following statistical information: The mean amplitudes were 410 and 443 kV
for the first and second halves, respectively; the regression coefficient
of the first half or the second half was 0.39 + 0.18, and the t value
of 2.20 was significant at the 51 level. The correlation was 0.35.

Since both tests showed such poor internal correlations, it was not
advantageous to use onshalf as a control for the second, and therefore all
subsequent experiments were made with a single preparation from a given
animal, using the ratio between test and control as a means of expressing
the effect of toxin.

2. Effects of Selected Drus and Cations:

a. Cations: The possibility that the increased frequency of
MlPPS observed after the administration of the diluted toxin might have
come about because of the small amount of potassium present in the gela-
tin and from the ionic calcium in the toxin preparation itself was ruled
out by direct experiment. The nutrient solution contained Ca and K in
concentrations of 2.0 and 500 m/WL, respectively, The effect of quadrupling
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the C& concentration was found, in 3 experiments, to double the natural
NEPP frequency. The frequency of discharges was increased 4-15-fold when
the potassium concentration of the medium was increased 2.5 times. If
the toxin had been pure CaCI2) the final [Cal in the bath would have been
1.98 MA/L when toxin was addid in its most concentrated form, i.e. 1 ml
of 106 LD to a 67 ml bath; additionally, this dose would have reduced
the [JK f&m 5.0 to 4.96 uM/L. It is clear that the effects described in
this communication could not have resulted from the cations in question.

b. Drugs: Strychnine given in doses ranging from 8 x 10"5 to
3 x 10-2 mg/ml of bath fluid appeared to increase the MZPP frequency
irregularly, but the increments were within the same range as those
observed with toxin. No significant results were observed when 5-hydroxy-
tryptamine was tested. Curare, at a final concentration of 3.7 x 10-4 mg/ml
of bath fluid stopped the appearance of miniature end-plate potentials
both in the control preparations as well as in those in which the frequency
had been increased by toxin.

B. DOSE-RESPONSE CURVES

The relationship between the concentration of the active agent and
the response was determined at 350 C for both the total toxin preparation
and the supernatant fraction over approximately the same range of concentra-
tions. The results presented in Table I give the average control and post-
toxin frequencies observed on 4-7 bemithorax preparations at each dosage-
level. Control records were taken after an equilibration period of at
least 30 minutes and post-toxin measurements were made 10 minutes after
the addition of a I ml test dose to the bath. Control and test records
were taken from muscle cells supplied by the same nerve twig and, insofar
as was possible, the same cells were sampled before and after the addition
of toxin,

The results plotted in Figures 1 and 2 are the ratios of the mean
test/control frequencies. An inspection of Figure 1 shows at once that
the principal distinction between the two preparations lies not in the
median effective (gram) dose, but in the heterogeneity of the sismoid
curve, displayed by the parent preparation. It is evident that one of
the consequences of adsorption with protagon was to increase the uniformity
of the preparation by reducing the number of molecular species capable of
producing the peripheral effect. The separation of the central paralytic
effect from the peripheral effect by treatment with protagon is quite
evident ip Figure 2, which shows the mean peripheral activity to lie at
about 10" LD /ml in the case of the whole toxin and at 1.5 x 10-3 LD50
for that of ta supernatant.
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The degree of purification of the IEPF factor achieved by treating
the crude preparation with protagon can be estimated by comaring the
MEPP /LD ratios per mg of protein for the two preparations. Taking
the 92d pa52nta of the MEPP curves as effective reference values, and
co, recting the toxicity and the MEPP data for activity per milligrem of
protein, we obtain the results exhibited below:

LD /Ug protein MKPPo/mg protein MEPPI•LD5050 50 50

Toxin 5 x 107 0.5 to 1.1 x 109 10-22

Top Substimcne 5 x 104 3.1 x lO7 620

From this summary it is immediately evident that the MIPP activity
is concentrated in the supernatant owing to the removal of the paralytic
effect by protagon

C.. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE

one of the classical feaLures of the paralytic action of tetanus
toxin is the dependence of its toxicity upon the body temperature. This
feature was dramatically illustrated in the recent work of Rowson (9)
who showed that frogs, which are normally unaffected by tetanus toxin,
become sharply susceptible to it when the ambient temperature is raised
above the critical point of 20" C. The studies described in this section
were made to find out whether the peripheral effect had a temperature
dependence of the same character and magnitude as that exhibited in the
paralytic action.

The experiments were performed essentially as described under "Methods"
with the exception that a larger muscle bath (114 ml) was used to insure
temperature stability. The frequency of MIPPS was studied at 5 temperatures
ranging from 27 55 to 39o50* C before and after the administration of a dose
of tetanus toxin which provided a final concentration in the bath of 0.064
mg/mlo Six to eight preparations were tested at each point in temperature
and the average values for the control and test frequencies are given in
Table II.

The uniformity of the response with respect to temperature was tested
by plotting the logarithm of the average frequencies against the corresponding
absolute temperatures. Figure 3 shows that this function is linear. The
slope, hence the activation energy, of the toxin line is greater than that

\I
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of the control function and both least squares lines converge upon a
common point at 27.55" C. A statistical analysis performed on the data
showed the difference between the slopes to be significant at the 0.o001
confidence level.

The activation energy was calculated by means of the Arrhenius
equation,

lo E(l/T 1 - l/T 2 )
loK 2.303R

in which Ea is the energy of activation in calories, R is the gas

constant - 1.987 cal. degree mole , and K is the frequency of MEPP

in sec' 1 o

Since the functions are linear and the slopes are given by

-E

2 .3R

the activation energy may be calculatedi from any two coordinates takea
from the regression line. Taking the values of K from the line at
I/T - 32 x 10-4 and 33 x 10-4, we get an activation energy of 39.9 Kcal
and 47.3 Keel for the control and the toxin categories, respectively-

D. N•EU•ALIZATIOt WITH ANTITOXIN

The effect of antitoxin on the NNPP response to toxin was studied
by treating 3 LD units of the latter with enough dialyzed antitoxin to
provide a just-l1&iting neutralization. The comparison between neutralized
and un-neutralized toxin, based on 4 preparations in each case, showed the.
effect to be completely neutralized at 37"Co The results were as follows:
Toxin (3 LD50 /115 ml) alone: + 26•,8%j Toxin-antitoxin;4-3o7Tor, essentially,
nil 

5

IV. DISCUSSION

Experiments presented in this communication have established that
a peripheral neuromuscular effect can be demonstrated by the increased
frequency in the random appearance of miniature end-plate potentials
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The peripheral effect can be separated from the paralytic action of
toxin by treating the parent preparation with protagon, or pureganglio-
side, which reduces the lethal toxicity out of proportion to the reduction
of the peripheral effect.

Although the resulting preparation is less heterogenous with respect
to peripheral activity than the starting material, it is impossibl4 at
the present time, to say whether the two activities observed here are due
to a single species of molecule--having both actions--or whether they are
due to two or more different types of molecule. If the effects are due
to separate kinds of molecules, as suggested by the appearance of 2
antigenic lines in the imunodiffusion tests made on the parent prepara-
tion, it is relevant to note that both species are heat labile and antigenic,
and it is very likely, though not certain, that the species having the 4EPP
action is a protein.

As fo•r as we are aware, the present data concerning the activation
energy of tk.e MEPP frequency are the most complete presently available
over the temperature range used, and therefore it is not surprising that
they differ in magnitude from those given by other authors., Whereas
Q1O values ranging from 3 to 4.8 have been observed in the frog (l0)(ll)
and 2A-3.5 in mamals (7)(12), our data give a figure of about 5-8
depending on the temperature picked (Table II). The fact that an additional
7 Kcal is required for the action of toxin suggests that this process is
enzymatic and invwlves the breaking of a bond of moderate strength.

It is implicit in the experimental arrangement used in the present
study that the peripheral activity observed comas about because of the
accelerated release of transmitter from structures proximal to the end-plate (11),
If this early "cholinergic" effect of the toxin had been used as an argument
by the proponents of the "peripheral" school, notably Harvey (12), to support
their view of the mechanism of action of tetanus toxin, then our results
have contributed a solution to this controversy by demonstrating that the
central and peripheral effects are separable by chemical treatment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

1. A reliable quantitative method for the study of the peripheral activity,
based on the frequency of miniature end-plate potentials, is described.

2 Treatment of the crude material with protagon complexes the paralytic
activity, which can be sepirated by ultracentrifugation, and concentrates
the peripheral activity in the supernate. The ratio of the MEPP o/LDI5
is 10-22 and 620 in the case of the toxin and the supernatant, r spec velyo
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3ý The activation energy of NKPP frequency is about 40 Kcal in the absence
of toxin and 47 Kcal in its presence.

4. The peripheral effect of toxin can be neutralized by pretreating it
with antitoxin.

St
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TABLE II

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND TETANUS TOXIN

ON FREQUENCY OF MEMPS

Tezq eC Control Freq. Test Freqo*

27.55 1.21 + 0.14 1.20 + 0.10 6
29.90 1.92 + 0.14 2.13 + 0.11 7
32.85 3.79 + 0.36 4.88 -0.41 7
38.80 5.95 + 0,47 8.93 + 1.37 8
39,,50 16.8 + 2.0 26.9 + 3.2 7

* In the presence of 0.064 mg/m1 of Tetanus Toxin.
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PART III

NISCELLAZIOUS PRELIMINARY STUDIES



MISCELLAN•OUS PRXLIMnARY STUDIES

1. STUDIES OF IN VITRO SENSITIZATION

WITH THERMALLY ALTERED ANTIBODIES

Li order to :ompare the mode of action of soluble (or insoluble)
antibody-antigen complexes with "fixed" antibody it was necessary to
have a single antigen-antibody system which could have the following
functional propertieA: (1) a precipitating system, (2) a non-precipitating
system, (3) a complement-fixing system, and (4) a system which would not
fix -omplement (C'). Weil has shown that heated antisevum would no longer
precipitate but would passively sensitize guinea pigs.and that by reducing
the pH of this antiserum to below 4.0 and then neutralizing back to 7.O,
thie antibody would no longer fix C1.

A. HEAT TREATMENT OF RABBIT ANTISERUM AND GUINEA PIG SERUM

MaureL (1960) has shown that with increasing tesperature a diluted
rabbit antiserum will become less and less precipitable. The present
work shows that when undiluted serum is used the effect of temperature is
ircie+pe,, and that the effect of heat is not so greet on guinea pig
lterum as on rabbit serum. At 700C for 12-15 minutes rabbit serum forms
a gel which will not disperse in a 1% NaCl solution, while guinea pig
serum at 7?UC for 25 minutes will form a gel which can easily be broken
with a salt solution.

B RIUAT TREATMIENT OF FRACTIONATED RABBIT ANTIOVALBUMIN

1. Rabbit antiovalbumin serum loses its precipitating capacity
at 70%C for 12-15 minutes, On the other hand, when fractionated antibody
is heated to 70*C for 30 minutes, it will give an equivalence zone much
broader than that of the unheated control, and it is apparent that the
amount of precipitate has increased considerably by this maneuver.

2. When Rabbit y-globulin (antiovalbumin) is heated with guinea
pig serum at 70C for 30 minutes) the system will not precipitate antigen0
The product can passively sensitize tissues as well, if not better, than
an equal concentration of fractionated antibody.

3. Treatment of rabbit 7-globulin (antiovalbumin) with rabbit serum
instead of guinea pig serum at 70"C for 12 minutes produces a non-
precipitating system which is, perhaps, less effective in passive sensitize-
tion than the original antibody.

I I q I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l i i i • • ' "
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C. HEAT TREATMNT OF A COMPLU 0 GUINEA PIG 7-0GWBULIN AND OVALBULN
(650C-30 minutes)

The soluble product of this reaction will passively sensitize guinea
pig gut so that it will respond to challenge with either rabbit guinea
pig 7-globulin or rabbit antiovalbumin. Normal guinea pig gut will
respond to rabbit anti-guinea pig 7-globulin.

D. HUT TREAIlNT OF CHICKEN ANTI-SERUM RABBIT TO y-GLOBULIN SERUM
WITH NORMAL GUINEA PIG 7-GLOBULIN

A complex is formed that will passively sensitize guinea pig gut
so it will respond to a challenge of rabbit y-globulin. The response
is weak.

E. PAPER ELECTROPHORESIS OF HEATED NORMAL GUINEA PIG SERUM

(or normal guinea pig y-globulin)

1. The albumin band is greatly reduced.

2. y-globulins of both sera eventually disappear.

3o A new, non-migratingband is established in the presence of
Veronal buffer at pH 8.6 which has the mobility of a n-globulin.
Since this above complex can sensitize guinea pig gut as well as, if
not better than, an equal concentration of antiovalbumin, the sensitizing
capacity must reside in the non-migrating band. It is hoped that this
complex can be separated by suitable fractionation procedures.

IIo STUDIES ON SEA ORCHIN TOXIN

Intoxication with venom of marine form has a long history but
the documentation is usually sparseand many of the reports available
have been highly overcast with the folk-lore of littoral inhabitants,
In recent years, owing to the practical problem arising from injuries
to commercial fisherman, professional and amateur divers, and military
personnel there has been a renewed effort to investigate the chemical
nature and mechanism of action of some of these materials with the view
of providing rational therapeutic maneuvers.

The sea urchin, Trigneustes gratilla, contains a powerful venom in
the pedicellariae which is capable of killing mice and, from certain
undocamented reports, of being implicated in the death of abalone divers.
This material is a protein and has been purified by fractionation with
ammonium sulfate.

I o l I I I I II
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The present studies were conducted to characterise the toalcolo-
gic"l properties of this substance.

A. NITUZALS

The pedicellaria toxin was received from W. Charles Aleader of
the Zoolog Departmnt of the University of Newli as a lyophilised
powder wIich contained about 701 protein. According to •r. Aleader
this protein killed nice, produced a fatal drop in blood pressure of
the rabbit, and lysed fish sad rabbit erythrocytes. Vork as undw-
take in this laboratory to exte and plify L observations with
a view to determining the action of toxin on isolated organ end tissue
syst.m

B. RSULIS

1. Leha M elry:

Dose.ortallty studies were made on groups of Swiss-Weoster -ado,
averaging 20 S in weight, by injecting thm intravenously with various
concentrations of toxin, ranging from 2.5 to 15p, made up in 0.10 al
volumes in 1% Nal solution. Death occurred Immdiately or within 10
minutes, depending on the do&e used. From the results exhibited in Table I
it my be estimated by graphical Interpolation that the LDS was 4.3y•uous
or 0.15y of the pure protein per gran of animal.

2. klh ga :

The intradermal injection of 0.05 al portions of various concentra-
tLons of soa urchin toxin on the backs of young rabbits produced a transient
wheal within 15-30 minutes of the administration of the test dos.
miniml effective dose was 1.7 x 10-3 a. Doses "abigh as 1.7 x 10" S
produced a reaction in a shorter time, but the nmgnitude of the fct
not Increased.

The intravenous administration of 3-6y of toxin produced an appreciable
reduction in the blood pressure of the amnetbetised rabbit. Usually this
could be reversed by adresaline, but the precipLtate-and fatal--rdp
produced by the injection of 22y could not be so reversed. 5ales of
619ed, withdrawn iindilately poet-sortan, a'e~ that extensive benolysis
bad occurred.

!iV
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4. Isolated Guinea LiA ftar:

The pedicellar•ia toxin causes an initial increase in rate and
amplitude, a decline in coronary flow and, in large doses (1.8 x 10
mg/S heart), an irreversible heart -lock. Am seen from Table II the
minimal effective dose Is 9.1 x 10 mg/S heart.

5. Isolated Gut:

a. Guinea pig: The sea urchin toxin produces slow, sustained
contractions of isolated segments of guinea pig gut which are characterized
by having a long (60-90") latent period. The average minimal effective
dose is 2.4 x 10-3 mg/100 mg of gut . Relaxation occurs after a rest
period of 5-10 minutes during which the gut is washed repeatedly with
Tyrode °s solution. The action of the toxin is not blocked by either the
separate or combined administration of atropine or pyribenzamnine in
doses which completely eliminate the action of acetylcholine and histamine.

b. Rat gut: Very large doses of toxin failed to produce contrac-
tion iu rat gut.

6. Tests for Stability and Release of Diffusible Substances:

The effect on the guinea pig gut is eliminated by boiling the
toxin in acid (pH 2) or alkali (pH 12) for 60 minutes. The toxin
evidently does not cause guinea pig gut to release a specific diffusible
substance capable of causing a second gut to contract.

These studies were carried out both at 20*.4nd 37"C. Guinea pig
guts were incubated in sea urchin toxin (6 x 10 mg/m1) and samples
were withdrawn at intervals of 1, 5, 10, 15. 20, 25, 30. 45, and 60
minutes. The samples were dialyzed against an equal volume of saline
and the dialyxates were tested on a second gut. Control samples were
obtained by Incubating the gut against Tyrode's and withdrawing samples
at 1, 5, 30, 45, and 60 minutes. Neither the toxin-treated nor control
samples were active on teat strips.

Since the preparation was toxic to the guinea pig gut but not to
rat intestine the possibility remained that histamine was released in
the reaction but that it could not be detected because of the possible
destruction of this agent by tissue enzymes. Accordingly, the perfusates
were chemically analyzed for histamine according to the method described
in Part I. Analyses for histamine proved to be negative.

7. Nemlysis:

The effect of two concentrations--2 .4 x 10-2 and 2.4 x 10"1 mg/ml--
"" Pea urchin toxin was studied on the time of appearance of lysis in

the washed red cells of various species of animals, The results given in
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Table III show that the fastest lysis was produced. Is ascemding eidr of
velocity, by rabbit, human type 0, and human type A cells, the tSims
ranging from 15-45 minutes at room temerature. At the Imer comcntra-
tion of toxin lysis in guinea pig cells occurred in 10 bours, aid at 15
hours in sheep and beef cells. Ralsing the•Dow'd h bad so effect oa the
rate of lysis on the calls of group 1I. to sam umneuver-in the case
of group ! dramatically accelerated the rate of lysis in the Sguiu pig
(:'T minut.es) but it had a much less pronounced effect on sheep and beef

C" SUNIAKY

The toxin obtained from pedicellaria of Tripneustes aracilla is a

relatively unstable protein which produces wheals; a reduction in blood
pressure owing, principally, to its effects on the heart; gut contraction,
and hemolysis,. Since no diffusible material is produced by trs action
on isolated tissues and since its effect is not blocked by atropine or
by pyribetzamine, the effect must be directly on the peripheral effectors.
The fact that the toxin lyses red cells suggests that it may be a
lectth.nase. Although it is probable that all of the tissue reactions
ubst::v#d her• zovuldl have been produced by a lecithinase, the presence
of a sepa-ate substance having these pharmacological actions is nc.Z:
rtled out
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TABLE III

EFFECT OF PIrDICELLARIA TOI•M

ON THE SPUED O RIWOLYSI

Group I

Red Cell 2.4 x I0°1 mg./ 2.4 x I0- 2 ml,
Type Results Time Results Tim

Sheep Lysis 10 bra. No lysis 15 bra.

Beef Lysis 10 bra. No lysis 15 bra.

Guinei Pig Lysis 30 min. LysLs 10 bra.

Group II

K(ab*ii Lysis 15 min. Lysis 15 min.n

Human 0 Lysis 30 min. Lysis 30 min.

Human A Lysis 30 min. Lysis 45 min.

iI
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kynEc r OF ANTIBODY CONCUMNTATION ON

THK VELOCTTY OF SENSITlZATI1ON

, .7 t eihody %ýunm-ntration on the velocity of sensitization
!-1 ,A! g'ý a ':es-ig guts co untiovalbumin was studied by determining the

Sta:iiw which cvutd be released by antigen after various
.. : Aeots in the presence of 0.0025, 00005, 0.011, 0.02, and

,7,ja/ A.-f tpe~i.tic antibody in the bulk phase. The tissues were
S•h'.L £f•f i n'.e bI-fore being challenged, and the histamine was
ei• AiC ted•• an a iiuot of the challenge fluid by the usual chemical

49,•.c t, T i t n rart I,

f-:r ai1 the concentrations studied are given at the end
0-t},t section. The data were linearized by plotting the natural

iy,•,ritlu of the ictivity remaining (I - yý against time for each con-
¢,.,r i. Vlt Lon: Ab i, evideiut from Figure 1 t'he lhnes ,-:,tld not be extra-
F,>azed -'.c, thz origin at zero time but tended .t.o -okide 9.t a value
',.~j,-,w!it ~'��cet.t '•.* thatst, The flrar.•rder v'eloeitv congrants displayed

kl.. e r - aii-ed by dividirtg 0.693 by the appropriate tiume
. ~~i~ l .. -iit.t axitibody concentratJ',n to produce

TABLU I

EFFECT OF [ANTIOVALBUMIN] ON

THE VELOCITY CONSTANT

[Ant ibody) k(.in )

(mg/inl)

0-0025 0.00976
0.0050 0.01444
0.0100 0.02390
0.0200 0.03746
0.0800 0.04620

Figue 2 shows that the velocity of sensitization rises rapidly
with antibody concentration ranging between 0.0025 and 0.01 mItl but
that It then decelerates between 0.001 and 0.02 mg/ml. Since this
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function seemed to approach a limiting velocity with antibody concentra-
tion it appeared useful, if not theoretically quite appropriate, to be
able to describe the general effect of antibody concentration on the
reaction rate by man* of the Richaells-Menten equation.

In its reciprocal form the lMichaelis-Menten equation,

11I Ks 1

VS Vm Vm

predicts that a plot of I against - should be linear with a slopeV S

of Ko/V and an intercept of 1/V o

The physical meaning of the Michaelis constant, K , is that of the

substrate concentration required to produce one-half the limiting velo,-i.tyo

Putting k (Table 1) for V and the antibody concentration for S we

see that the plot exhibited in Figure 3 fulfills the conditions of

linearity. The value of Vyar , calculated from the reciprocal of the

intercept, is 0.0526 and the slope, Ko/V a" , is equal to 0.2175, whence

K a 0.0115 mg/ml.

TIIEUTCAL DISCUSSION

The present results may be used to reopen the question of the role
of antibody in the anaphylactic reaction and, possibly, to point out a method
for arriving at a solution. Whereas the number of cells reacting to a
given concentration of antibody can be calculated from the quantal release
of histamine per cell, one of the problem which must be solved is that of
the number of antibody molecules required per cell for the reaction to take
place. The ansmer to this is complicated by the fact that we are dealing
with tissues--not with individual cells--so that evidence from physicai

!-
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studies of absorption are meaningless, for that process appears to take
place vith a velocity not susceptible of massurmmat by the methods at
our disposal. The answer is further copilicated by the Justifiable
inference made from our previous work that eonsu tisation may be only
velocity-limlted. not concentration-linited, Implying that a bare mini-
am of molecules might produce complete sensitization if the time is
made sufficiently long. In previous studies of the effects of concentra-
tion on histamine release after one hour we have seen that the mid-
point of the reaction curves tended to move in the direction of lover
concentration as the tomperature was increased, but that the magnitude
of the final reaction was constant for all temperatures. This finding
suggested to us that the observed values represented the net kinetic
outcome of the effects of temperature and antibody concentration on the
reaction velocity.

The participation of antibody In the anaphylactic process is under-
stood only to the extent that the reaction of cell-fixed antibody with
antigen probably activates a short-lived enzyme which releases histamine
from the cell. The present results cannot be taken to suggest, merely
because of their conformance to the Nichaelis-Nenten plot, that antibody
acts as substrate: what can be said with certainty is that it does not
behave, kim tically, as a typical enzyme.

The fact that increasing temperature shifts the reaction isotherms
in the direction of lower concentration and permits us to calculate an
activation energy from the variation of the reciprocals of the mid-
concentrations at each temperature, implies that the rate constants vary
regularly with temperature. Therefore, at a constant point in time,
the saw degree of reaction can obviously be achieved by a variety of
concentrations and specified temperatures. The ratio of V/V. can be
shown to vary sigmoidally with the negative logarithm of the substrate
concentration and it is evident that the aid-point of the curve is equal
to log ./K

If the distribution of our data at 60 minutes occurred because of
a distribution of velocities and since the kinetics were shown to be
first-orders we can calculate the velocity constants from the histamine
release figures from the expression

-ln( - y)k t

inU which y- H/ H t 60 minutes, and -18 x 108 moles.

These calculations are presented in Table III. Tht effect of changing

vstiebles from ln(1-lVH ,) to In H/EMx is merely to rotate the

A
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curves around the value n/ - 1/2. thus the behavior of v vs log a
can be read off the graph fof-lng o /HU vs log , and if the v vs log a
curves have a common limit, the log N WloS a curves also should have a
common limit.

Evidently the activation energy of 12 Kcal calculated from the
reciprocals of the mid-point concentrations is the activation energy of
the Kichaelis constant. Information on the variation of the M4ichaelis
constant with temperature is rather sparse because VT of the reaction can
vary independently of % o

In classical collision theory the reduction of K with temperature
suggests that the proportion of molecules above the activation energy is
increased by temperature. If histamine release is quantal then a given
level of response obviously Implies a constant number of wounded cells.
On the assumption that a vulnerable cell requires the same average number
of molecules for its activation we can provide a reasonable physical
description of the isosteric activation energy. In order to wound a
cell the reacting molecules have to be in an excited state. The pro-
portion of molecules in a given population, having a minimum energy,
is given by the simple form of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution equation,

n

in which I is the activation energy, R is the gas constant 1.987
cal/degree-mole, T is the absolute temperature, no is the total
number of molecules, and n1 is the number of molecules having the
energy level, I . If a certain number of molecules is required to
affect a given ntuber of cells it is obvious that this value can be
achieved by manipulating either the concentration or the temperature.
Both variables have been shown to influence the velocity of the reaction,

mid-the effect of increasing the teqperature is to reduce the bulk phase

n i
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concentration necessary to provide a constant number of active uMlecules.

In the present case the total number of molecules, n0 , required to

furnish a constant value of na declines as the temperature is raised.

Since this Is tantamount to saying that the value - Increases with

temperature it is evident that the variation of log 1/oo with l/T is

sufficient to evaluate the activation energy.

If the nuamber of moles of histamine per reactLng cell is known we

can then establish the number of cells Involved at any reaction level;

and if no varies in such a way as to furnish a constant value for n

we can estimate the average nmmber of molecules necessary to wound a

cell. Assuming an activation energy of 12,000 (Table 11) the constant

value of nI needed for the 1/2 reaction is 1.76 x 105 molecules.,

However, If the activation energy were 18 Zcal as calculated from the

results displayed In a recent commuication from this laboratory,(Table III)

we should expect to find only 7 molecules/ml above the activation energy

to react with 3000 cells or, as the reaction was carried out In a 30-al

bath, 210 molecules to sensitise 15,000 cells.

Since simple collision theory provides an Impossible value for the

reaction ratio It is evident that the reaction mechanism involves factors

of far greater complexity than the activation of 7-globulLn molecules.

A more general expression of the mlcheelLs-Nenten equation can be

constructed from the theory of absolute reaction rates, in which the

temperature dependence is taken Into account.

According to Its classical formulation the Ktichaells-Menten equation

expresses the velocity of the reaction at a gIvan substrate concentration,

I I II ~~~~iII II I II I II II I II I I
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Vs * by the relationship

in which K is the Michaelis constant and V the maximm velocity.

An ammnded form which would fit the data would be:

V, (S)G'ul/kT

v(S.T) - K *-U2/kT +

in which U1  and U2 are the activation energies for v and K

respectively, since both vary with temperature. Since K is

usually a small number compared with (S), the influence of K e-U 2 /kT

on the slope of v(ST) with respect to (S) will be small at

large values of (S) , and values of k taken along a line of constant

(S) can be evaluated in the usual manner for U1 . This can then be
identified as the activation energy of the overall reaction. Once U1

has been specified numerically, the above equation for v(ST) will
describe the velocity of the reaction at all temperatures andconcentra-

tions.

The variation of V with temperature Is specified by a Boltzmann
distribution in accordance with the laws governing any reaction velocity:

'U/k i
k-e" , since

v - Ac-E/RT (1)

(v - observed velocity, K - activation energy

and

A - A'(kTlh)e (2)

(AS - entropy of activation, k - Boltzmann constant,
A* W transmission coefficient a 1, h - Planck's constant.
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Thus the amended complete equation for v becomie"

V- (kT/h)e •-- r/RT (3)

v will alvays vary mih tamperstore, since v is defined
SVIM ý0 0)*....•her k3 is an ordinary rate constant, which thus

has a temperature dependence of the form given by (3). We can write

this dependence as vs - (kT/h)e3/ '3/T(3- -) - and thus explicitly

demonstrate the variation with temperature. This means that If the

temperature Is raised, there will be more molecules with the correct

energy available at all times, and heje &I aUr SAMe Lb rgaction

will b AWL* to faster, eAeM X the subtratS concentration "s

Smal. In other words: given two reactions, both taking place under

conditions of maximal substrate concentration but at different temperatures,

the velocity of the reaction In both cases will be the V appropriate

to that temperature. However, at the higher temperature, more molecu!es

of the necessary energy will be available at any given time and hence

the reaction will be able to proceed at a faster rate than the reaction

at the lower teqieratute.

We conclude that VM will change with temperature, although it

will remain true that at a specified temperature, V will be the

smimom value which the velocity may attain.

Considering next the valiatio of Km with temperature, we note that
can be defined as 2 + where the k's can be identified

m

kl k3
from the scheme I + S F -. - + P . Since all of the k's are

2
reaction constants, they will have'* temperature dependence of the form

given by (3) above. Substituting these values Into the definition of go,

I'

.. e
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we have

k 2 (kT/h)O*?h2/R - R/T + k 3 (kT/h)a BM 3 A 33/AT
K a (4)

"hl(kT/h)e 1 a l /l- T

+-e 3 " 1)/% "L (5)

where * 1 -2 6 are the appropriate transmission coefficients,

and can be taken effectively as unity.

It appears that K will almost always vary monotonically with

tmperatureosince it contains factors of the form ae 3 1 -

One interpretation of the increase of K with temperature is that

since the upper limit on the maximum velocity has been Increased

(by raising the temperature) the concentration necessary to achieve

this larger half-velocity mast like wise be increased. This did not

turn out to obtain in our experiments, and we might explain the

phenomenon by saying that Vmax may have greater temperature dependence

than v itself.

A similar uncertainty about the variation of K with temperatureU
was treated by Neurath, in traditional terme. Applied to the present
case, if the reaction is enzymatic, it probably follows the usual pathway

of intermediate complex formation and, since the enzyme is present in

excess, the kinetics are determined by the substrate concentration sad
is a measure of the decomposition of ES--;P + P

In the Kichaalis reaction,
k k3

*~ 3+ S 9 33+ P
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all rate constants are temperature dependent and the Michaelis constant

is determined by the ratio k3 /k, . There may be a significant dissociation

of RS-3P + 8 at a rate k2 when the temperature drops so that K

will be relatively great. As the temperature is raised k2  may become

negligible with respect to kI and the value of K will fall.

Th apply the results of these analysis to the present data the

following considerations most be borne in mind.

The sensitization reaction has a kinetic basis and eventually it

comes to a constant value. The interaction between the cell receptor

and the antibody molecule occurs very rapidly, as sensitization can

proceed to completion if given sufficient time and temiperature, after

only a minute's exposure to antibody. The reversibility decreases with

timenwhich allows us to suggest a plausible model to explain the'

activation energy.

1. Attachment is made by Fraction III and depends on S-S linkages

arranged in a given spatial configuration. Enzymes present in cells in

target tissues have the ability tc, break these bonds in such a way that

the attachment between cells and 7-globulin becomes strong.

2. The amount of the reaction is a measure of the number of critical

bonds formed per unit time.

3. The reaction follows the standard pathway of complex formation

and the kinetics is determined by k3 /ko

4. As touerature increases, the dissociation of ES becomes
negligible with the result that the value of I drops.
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